SOCIOLOGY
FOUR-YEAR PLAN
JUNIOR

FALL 03
- WINDOW® ON PROBLEM SOLVING & CRITICAL THINKING
- WINDOW® ON AESTHETICS
- SOCIOLOGY ELECTIVE
- RESEARCH DESIGN OR METHODS OF SOCIAL RESEARCH
- ELECTIVE

SPRING 03
- WINDOW® ON CIVICS, ETHICS
- WINDOW® ON GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES
- PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
- SOCIAL THEORY (ROTATING EVERY OTHER YEAR)
- ELECTIVE

SENIOR

FALL 04
- WINDOW® ON SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
- WINDOW® ON COMMUNICATION
- PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
- SOCIOLOGY ELECTIVE
- ELECTIVE

SPRING 04
- WINDOW® ON COMMUNICATION
- FOUNDATIONS OF CHRISTIAN BELIEFS
- SOCIOLOGY ELECTIVE
- ELECTIVE (2)

WINDOWS ARE ELECTIVE BASED REQUIRED GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES
THESE ARE FOR ADVISORY PURPOSES ONLY. THE SNU CATALOG CONTAINS THE OFFICIAL LISTING OF GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS